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INTRO
what
Iteration on Delta Rangers, an original location based mobile game concept
created by a different group for the WWF to teach families about the WWF
areas in the Netherlands.

who
For the case of WWF Delta Rangers we will be working with the same target
audience as the oﬃcial WWF Ranger Club, which includes parents with
children from 6 to 12 years old.

why
Although previous group did excellent work, there are still some aspects of the
concept that require review for potential iterations. The following aspects will
be reviewed by us: user experience, user interface, visual identity, content and
testing. In the end we will deliver a guidebook with do’s and don’ts and a demo
application.
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planning
We made a very detailed planning including all the tasks and objectives we are
expecting to do per phase, per sprint and per week.
The planning consists of an initial research phase, a concepting phase and
three sprints where we design and test.
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we kicked off our project with desk
research to learn more about location
based games, nature education and
narrative.
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desk
research
Below I’ll describe the most valuable insights that we gathered while doing
desk research for the Delta Rangers project.

location based
Game Attributes
Delta Rangers is a LBMG played by parents with children tied to speciﬁc ﬁxed
areas with speciﬁc exclusive content. We consider the following attributes to
be most relevant to Delta Rangers: ﬁxed play, complex content, synchronous
player interactions and game administrator created content. (Research
Document, p. 5)
Gameplay Categories
As for gameplay categories we consider Delta Rangers to be an educational
game (page 7 research document). Educational games involve intense
physical activity with clear learning objectives. (Research Document, p. 7)
This means that for Delta Rangers, the player should be more involved with
their surroundings. Content that is screen-intensive should be minimised or
moved to another point in the customer’s journey, for example before arrival or
after the game.
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narrative and space
Story Structures
The story structure (linear story) in the previous game version was
reconsidered due to the WWF’s large areas. It is risky to assume that players
are willing to follow paths, particularly after the results from the interviews
with parents. The narrative structure will undergo A/B testing to determine
which performs better: a linear story or a non-linear story. (Research
Document, p. 10)
Spatial Signiﬁcance
The spatial aspect of Delta Rangers falls between seamful design, where the
place is used to determine gameplay and designer placed where the
properties and objects of the place play a central role in the story and
gameplay. The choice of story-triggering landmarks, animals or characters
and environment should be made with the nature of constantly changing
landscape in mind. (Research Document, p. 12)
It’s important to be able to validate the actions on the digital side but also
recognise the value of giving space to the young players to take liberty with
exploration, time, and roleplaying on their own.
Scalability
We work towards a framework in which WWF Areas and Trails can be added
over time. Every WWF Area, Trail and its game mechanics (narrative,
gameplay) should consist out of a certain amount of rules for development.
(Research Document, p. 17)
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nature education
Engagement and motivation are prerequisites of the learning process. By
taking the core values of practical didactics for nature education and
implementing them into our LBMG we take advantage of the models and
processes schools have tested and validated already.
Key didactics we value in Delta Rangers are self-discovery learning by children
and attitude of care, respect and responsibility relative to living and lifeless
nature. For Delta Rangers it’s important to convey educational knowledge and
engage children to a meaningful learning experience about nature. Research
shows that the best way to do this, is to create a realistic nature narrative
rather than a fairy tale. (Research Document, p. 19)

benchmarking
Benchmarking comparable existing products showed us the importance of
prioritizing visuals over text, learning by observing, interacting with
environment, combining of physical or real-life artefacts with digital devices
and providing different stories for different paths. (Research Document, p. 24)

brand analysis
‘Delta Rangers’ will apply to the whole of the Netherlands as a ‘Delta’. The
research documents outline how fonts, colors and overall values of the brand
will be transferred to the game for what’s relevant to the target audience and
for possibility to scale the game. (Research document p. 32)
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after deskresearch we also conducted
fieldresearch and an expert interview
with ilaria mariani.
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field
useful take-aways
Expert interview with Ilaria Mariani
– Linking narrative to the location at hand and using aspects and landmarks.
– Design with the setting in consideration.
– The ‘before’ experience can act as a trigger to excite the players to go.
– It is recommended to allow players to make decisions (e.g. foldback or freeto-roam story structure).
– Picking appropriate research methods like questionnaires and ethnography
for evaluation.
Interviews with parents
– Spontaneous memory making is important to them, so inclusion of activities
involving picture and video taking is encouraged.
– Games should last between 1 to 2 hours.
– All parents ﬁnd it important for their children to spend time in nature, so that
their children learn and explore, have physical exercise, experience freedom
and get out of the house (and leave their iPad or Playstation).
– All parents state to be actively involved in the nature experience of their
children.ß
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user studies
After our ﬁeld research we created user stories based on expectations and
results from the interviews and questionnaires. Below is an image of a few of
those user stories.

features
Based on our user stories we used the MoSCoW method to create a feature
list with all features we wanted to include sooner or later in the game.
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customer journey
I also created customer journeys for the parents and child to map out the
possible experience before, during and after using Delta Rangers.

after having a solid base of research we
had a few brainstorm sessions and
developed a couple of concept
explorations.
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exploration
1. theme park
For the creation of a story with a free roam concept, we could use the
comparison to theme parks.
Take the Efteling as an example: the Efteling uses a map to show speciﬁc key
points of interest (attractions) apart from the minor bits (vendors / toilets) of
the park. Every big KPI has its own story and is visually dominant on the map.
It teases the user to visit the speciﬁc place, not explaining the full story yet but
giving small bits of it.
Now lets transfer this idea to a totally different environment like the
Vondelpark. The Vondelpark already has some points of interest, but what if
we drag a fantasy story over this place just like the Efteling. Doing so we could
put a layer over the original map with KPI’s coming from our story. The
Vondelpark becomes a Delta Ranger area, including Delta Ranger quests with
its own stories.
Kids could decide themselves when and what adventure they want to
approach, completing different tasks and games that for example reward
badges.
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2. pokedex
The app will consist of user-generated points of interests where users
previously spotted interesting ﬂowers, trees or animals. Up to you to explore
these area’s and collect all the ﬂora and fauna in your own “pokedex”. By
collecting and gathering knowledge about the plants and animals, you will
grow and evolve as a ranger.
While walking through the area you will also come across short, individual
stories about interesting artefacts. These stories will contain a unique game,
for which you can be rewarded.

by Sander Boer

3. type of ranger
For this concept you won’t have a map. You will walk through the area till you
get a random alert on your phone – triggered by time, artefacts,, location or
distance etc. This alert will tell you more about the speciﬁc location and dare
you to play a game/do a challenge or exercise. By completing the game
successfully, you will of course be rewarded.
Every game, exercise or location will focus on a different aspect of your
development as a ranger. Some games will grant you progress for exploration
skills, other games will help you earn skill points on different learning areas.
What kind of ranger are you?

by Sander Boer

we iterated our conept explorations to
one final concept: Improve yourself as a
ranger.
An overarching theme where we could
combine the most promising elements
from our explorations and still hold
true to the original concept from the
previous group.
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concept
improve yourself as
a (delta) ranger
By playing the Delta rangers (location based) game you, as a ranger, can
improve yourself by solving riddles, looking after the environment, challenges
with the animals, exploring, choosing paths and many more elements that a
‘real’ ranger will encounter, and you can be promoted to higher ranger rank.
Meanwhile you will ﬁnd out what type of ranger you are; are you more an
explorer or are you more an helper?
Each WWF area will have their own task targeted to activities rangers do in
these areas. Is an area more focussed on the preservation of the area, than
the ranger will improve these skills. Is an area more focussed on animal
observation, than the ranger will improve these skills.
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what not to do
We have explored a bunch of options and not all of them will work for the
WWF, below we will explain what are the factors that we kept in mind when
choosing a concept.
Avoid fairytales
When trying to bring a narrative to a WWF locations we have to look out to not
make a fairy tale out of nature. The stories we are conveying to the users
should match with realistic stories that are told about nature. (Praktische
didactiek voor Natuuronderwijs p. 76, 2004)
Extrinsic motivations
The rangers should be intrinsically motivated to improve themselves as a
ranger. Just collecting badges, points, in-game items, etc. will motivate the
rangers to do speciﬁc tasks but will wear out over time. The game should try
to be more focused on extrinsic motivations of the rangers such as curiosity
and wonder. (Creating scalable location-based games: lessons from
Geocaching, 2011)
Animal personiﬁcation (anthropomorphism)
“Try to avoid making the animals human when communicating to adults, the
WWF doesn’t do that at all. They always show the animals in their natural
environment. With kids the WWF is a little bit more ﬂexible. Be respectful how
these creatures are in real life.“ Ellen Hendrix, Head of Community
Engagement & Fundraising (WWF Netherlands)
Lack of participation
“Engagement and motivation are prerequisites of the learning process.”
Location Based Games and their Potential as Learning Platforms (n.d.)
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for the first sprint we decided to design,
develop and test a first iteration of delta
rangers in the vondel park.
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gameplay

design 1.0
prototype
This is our ﬁrst iteration on the screens of the previous Delta Rangers app. In
the screens we tried to keep in line more with the branding of the WWF
rangerclub while also give the app a more ‘app-like’ feeling.
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test
participants
For our research we wanted to use a between-group experiment in the
Vondelpark. Because the two different narrative structures were using the
same plot, we didn’t want to expose the same group to the two different task
conditions.
Both groups have to be families with young children preferably with ages
between 6 and 12 years old as is deﬁned in the parameters of our target
group.
The ﬁrst group of participants were contacted because of their involvement in
previous ﬁeld research. The second group were asked to participate after
meeting them in the Vondelpark on the day of the research.

protocol
Two test assistants follow the families for observation and documentation
from a short distance but do not interfere.
The participants are instructed to play the game and are observed on the
following topics as described in table 1:
– Emotion & Immersion
– Usability
– Narrative & Games
– Navigation
– Time & Success
The test facilitators are present but participants are not assisted with
gameplay, unless they are confused or lost. An exit questionnaire is handed
out right after the game ends, with participants rating how they felt about the
whole experience. After the questionnaire the participants, both parents and
their children, will be interviewed separately about their experience.
The observation and interview templates were inspired by the interview with
Ilaria Mariani who showed us exactly how she did her observations.

results
key ﬁndings
Fowllowing are the most important ﬁndings from our labtest based on our
observations and interviews.
Navigation
The use of the mobile navigating between two touch points was very diﬃcult
for the parents. The map did not react to movement of the phone and there
was no clear path towards the next touchpoint.
Because the way of navigating from touchpoint to touchpoint wasn’t natural,
the parents had an increased screen-time which resulted in a decreased time
spend exploring the narrative, and game, with their children.
Participation
Games where the children had their own goal, role or have a chance to
participate were the most fun for them.
When the game did not expect the children to participate directly they would
not be engaged with the game anymore.In contradiction, when the game
expected the children to participate directly they would be very engaged with
the game.
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Involvement
Children care more for what was around them than what was on the phone.
Even though the parents tried to involve the children, the children seemed to
be more engaged with nature than with the narrative itself. From our
observations it was clear that children want to experience nature when they
are out in nature itself.
Usability
The parents tend to juggle with bags and holding their children’s hands, which
makes holding the phone a hassle.
The application requires the parents’ full attention. Because the parents are
already, for example, dragging along the bags and holding the hands of their
children the phone is becoming another thing to worry about.
Digital vs. Physical
While playing the game the children could not link the digital- and physical
world and would therefore ask questions like: “Where are the animals they are
talking about?” and “I don’t see a treasure, where is it?!”.
Narrative
The parents are taking the role of the narrator and have a hard time including
their children in the narrative
During the experiment the phone was the primary focus point, both for
narration and navigation. From our observations it was clear that this was the
main cause of a disconnection between the parents and their children while
playing the game.The parents were holding the phone while the children were
either roaming around in nature, they did not play the game together.
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after the test results were analyzed is
was time for us to start the next sprint.
Me and vincent decided to iterate on the
navigation, map and game mechanics.
In this phase chantal focused on the
before and after experience, while sander
created a guidebook based on our test
results for the client.
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design 2.0
quick iteration
For this iteration I started with a quick and dirty redesign of the navigation.
There were huge problems with the navigation not being natural to use and
usability of the app not being parent friendy. And most importantly: the
children weren’t able to get involved.
Important to note that due to time we made the decision to focus this iteration
on the area around the school.

changes
During our exptert interview with Ilaria Mariani, Ilaria suggested us to use printand-play. The idea of having the families print out materials at home to bring
along while playing the location-based game.
After seeing how the parents were struggling with the mobile navigation and
the children not getting involved, we wanted to try out a print-and-play map
and navigation style.
After reading up on children’s map reading skills, I made a physical map of the
school area and a small app that would give you the coordinates for the
location you would have to ﬁnd.
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tech
During this project Sander had done all the coding for the very ﬁrst design of
the Delta Rangers app, but this small iteration was my little project. So I asked
Sander if he could tell me more about geolocation API and I was good to go.
I made the app in simple HTML and CSS and used JavaScript and the
geolocation API to make the app track your location.

design 3.0
some help
After I got the quick and dirty prototype to work, I sat together with Vincent for
feedback and constructive criticism. Vincent immediately noticed some ﬂaws
and we decided to combine our powers and make an even better iteration.
We started by walking outside of the school to set up a route to walk. On every
point of interest we thought of mini games and navigation/map reading
possibilities.
Vincent improved my original quick and dirty design and I codded the new
prototype to make it ready for testing.

structure
The new design consists of a new and improved print-and-play map, ﬁve
destinations, improved mini games along the way and even gamiﬁed
navigation.
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test
participants
Because ﬁnding families with children of the right ages was very problematic
and not feasible for this test, we decided to test with available participants
from the masters.
Requirement was the testgroups to be at least two people as the app is
designed to use for families that have at least one parent and one child.
Two test assistants follow the families for observation and documentation
from a short distance but do not interfere.
Participants are not assisted with gameplay, unless they are confused or lost.
The participants are allowed to give their opinions and expert view after the
test.

testgroup 001
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testgroup 002
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results
ﬁrst group
observations
Start of the game
– In the beginning it was raining, so we started testing an hour later (weather
threat).
– Push to start was easy.
– Everyone gathers around the phone to watch the screens.
– Map is not used when walking towards goal/touchpoint (which could be
because the area is very well known to the testers.)
– “Where do we go again?” is being asked whereafter the map is being
consulted.
– People enjoy the time together when walking towards goal
Lantern game
– Game is not clear enough because the ﬁrst lantern is being skipped (behind
touchpoint).
– Players are actively looking around, counting lanterns together.
– While looking around, the group sees a swan and points at it while talking
about it (immersed with their environment).
– Next location is clear.
– At the bridge, one player is slightly distracted because she doesn’t seem
fully immersed when someone else is using the phone.
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– Even at a touchpoint, the environment distracts a bit, when they point at a
poster on the street.
Coordinates game
– Directly clear to mark on the map.
– When players are asked to write, they write on each others back, having fun.
– Again between touchpoints having fun, talking and no use of map unless
not sure.
Treasure game
– Not clear how to draw lines. Most players draw a square between
touchpoints or the route they have walked up till that point.
– Didn’t notice the added image showing them how to draw.
– They are getting excited on ﬁnding the treasure somewhere.
– Disappointed when the end of the game doesn’t reveal a ‘real’ treasure.
Quotes
Genevieve: “Maybe involve map even more during the game?”
Bambi: “Make sure the text is really clear, so that players know what to do.”
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second group
observations
Start of the game
– First task is very easy.
– Ondra: “Is there gonna be a treasure at the end? If not, I will be
disappointed.”
– They are having a laugh along the way
– GPS Trigger didn’t work at ﬁrst, this needs to be solid (tech threat).
– On the way, Ondra is holding the phone all the time, ready to interact. Maybe
show the user this isn’t necessary and give a reason to put the phone away.
Lantern game
– They did count, but missed 1 or 2 lanterns along the way. In the beginning
they also counted the wrong lanterns.
– While walking, Matt points to something in the distance to show Ondrej.
– Matt ﬁnds a bug on the way walking on his map.
Coordinates game
– Matt on coordinates: “This is fun, awesome”.
– They use the ﬂoor to mark the map.
– Along the way the mobile turns off: “How do I get it back on?” (tech threat).
Treasure game
– One draws a cross and square (as intended), the other draws the route they
walked. Not clear yet what to do exactly and they disagree who of them has
done it the right way. Copy needs to be very clear. The image on the follow up
page gave them clariﬁcation on who was right.
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– They actively search for a physical treasure around the marked area, being
excited.
– Both end up with a different coordinate after drawing the lines, but together
search for the treasure.
– They seem frustrated when they are not rewarded with their promised
treasure.
Quotes
Ondra: “I really liked it.”
Matt: “Nice and clean design man.”
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findings
conclusions
This iteration has shown a big improvement compared to the ﬁrst version we
created. And we are happy with the results so far.
Map
The print-and-play map was a step in the right direction and we believe it
would be good to optimize map involvement along most steps on the way. Do
the children – for example – have to count trees or spot animals? Let the
children mark them on the map.
Navigation
The navigation of the iteration was a lot more clear and easy to use. No longer
is it a hassle for the person holding the phone to try to ﬁgure out where to go, it
is now a group effort. Plus the children can get the actual feeling of being a
delta ranger in training while learning how to read and use a map.
Screen time
Even though screen time has been minimized, we still believe there could be
improvements. Participants still have the tendency to look at the phone even if
there is nothing to look at.
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Games
We noticed that easy and fun games along the way are an improvement to
long and complicated games at the point of interests. Depending on the
location and route, there needs to be a careful consideration on the type of
games used. Also games including “oﬄine” and physcial items create more
involvement for the whole group than purely digital games.
Copy
We noticed that the written copy is very important. If one sentence wasn’t
clear to the participants, they were already prone to make mistakes and
getting confused.
Threats
Screens turning off, bad weather, batteries going empty or technology refusing
to work/bug out are all threats that need to be considered while designing. Try
to minimize bugs and intercept unnecessary threats.
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Sadly, there is no longer contact with the
stakeholders and we will not be able to
present them our most recent findings.
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relevance
indoor generation
Today’s children are outdoors on the weekend half as much as their parents
were back in the day. Where today’s parents ran around, got dirty, explored
neighbourhoods and made their own fun, their offspring are more likely to be
found watching TV, playing video games and churning through homework.
Research shows that anyone who grew up in the 1970s, ’80s or early ’90s,
would have spent, on average, more than two hours playing outside every day
and nine hours over a weekend. In contrast, today’s youth have been found to
spend less than two hours a day outside, on average, and only four hours over
a weekend.

outdoor learning
A report from the University of Plymouth (2016) suggests that outdoor
learning can have a positive impact on children's development but it needs to
be formally adopted.
The report highlighted previous studies that showed that busier family lives,
combined with an increased sense of fear in society, children were having
fewer opportunities to explore their surrounding natural environment.
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This was restricting children's social skills as well as risking oppressing their
long-term physical, emotional development and wellbeing. Therefore, it was
important that schools did not overlook the opportunities that outdoor learning
provided to bridge this gap.

outdoor gaming
Once thought of as isolating and conﬁning, certain video games and mobile
app games are now actually encouraging players' movement. The location
based game Pokemon Go is considered an alternative way of promoting
exercise. And in conjunction with Pokemon Go, there are even more games
popping up that operate best when actually played outside.
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